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-demand that our colony range itself alongside the British
Empire which fights not only to defend its own territory, but
.also for the liberation of France. It is inconceivable that our
.administration should persist in obeying orders from Vichy,
which, as a prisoner of Germany, only follows the orders
given by that country.5
These are typical of comment which Pelicier's trip aroused
throughout the country, and such outspoken criticism of the
•Governor is remarkable considering that at that time—
apart from the Conseil General—there was no organized
resistance, even, in Noumea, to the pro-Vichy Governor.
Shortly after Pelicier's return from, the interior, a bomb
was thrown at his official residence, and although no one was
hurt, it served to awaken the Governor to the extent of
popular hatred against him. The Conseil General advised
him strongly to leave the country together with his family—
otherwise they couldn't be answerable for his safety. The
<day following the 'attentaV Pelicier called together some
•of his closest advisers, including the Secretary General,
Bayardelle, a Protestant pastor named Lehnbach, who com-
bined the functions of head of the military intelligence and
-chief censor; Lieutenant-Colonel Denis, the Commander of
the New Caledonian troops, and others. One who wTas an
•eye witness of the meeting described it as follows :
The Secretary General maintained that the c attentat' was
not so much a political gesture, as it was an index of the
public hatred of the Governor himself. 4They want your
departure,' the Secretary General urged. clf you don't
intend to yield, you will inevitably have to resort to force.
It is no longer a matter that can be decided by police action
either. You will have to go still further, and declare a state
•of sirge with all its consequences.'
Leeutenant-Colonel Denis and other military advisers
werie in favour of making a fight of it; 'You're going to
lose tHe prize without even playing the game,5 one of them
remarked. Another was in favour of organizing and arming
the ' metropolitans' against the local population. It was

